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Whether public libraries struggle with increasing young adult patronage or
harnessing their presence into services that benefit their intellectual growth, including
young adults in the decision-making process can yield programs and services that
appeal more to this often underserved demographic. Many young adult librarians and
similar professionals agree that empowering teenagers through involvement in
programs and services for them will accomplish library goals for this group of patrons.
The most direct and structured way of achieving this is through a Teen Advisory Board
(TAB). As a committee, area students aged 13-18 work to determine what young adult
programming and services the library will offer for each school year.
The best way for librarians to attract young adults to library programs and
services is to include them in the planning and marketing of the resources that are
geared toward them. Empowering the students through a TAB can accomplish this.
One of the more prevalent themes in research regarding young adult programming is
that teenagers respond best when librarians include their feedback in program planning.
Patrick Jones, who has authored several books on young adult library programs,
emphasizes that, “users determine priorities, not librarians” (Porter and King 39).
Additionally, Sandra Hughes-Hassell and Kay Bishop explain that librarians must
understand patrons and their needs, which can best be obtained by collaborating with
them (12). Ian Rosenoir, a respected contributor to the young adult librarian
community, agrees that communicating with users is the best way to provide the most
useful services: “know them, talk to them, listen to them, and involve them as much as
possible” (11). When librarians take the time to get to know young adults and frequently
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ask for their feedback, libraries are equipped to provide programs and services that will
be useful to teens’ intellectual development and are reflective of their interests.
Researchers overwhelmingly agree that soliciting teens’ interest in the library can
be achieved by appealing to their connectivity through social media. In a survey for
2008 Teen Tech Week, Kathy Mahoney and Kelly Laszczak discovered that, out of over
600 participants nationwide, more than 80% of teenagers use popular social networking
sites such as MySpace and Facebook (10). With teens spending such a considerable
amount of time on the Internet, it is only logical that libraries use this resource to gain
insight into teenage perspectives.
Librarians can begin to create a strong Internet presence by developing
resources for teenagers on the library web site. Library pages can feature blogs, which
will open communication between librarians and teens about planning and marketing
young adult programs and services (Porter and King 39). Research also demonstrates
that teens can benefit from other library web services, such as book reviews written by
young library patrons (Porter and King 39). Teenagers will utilize a virtual library
environment and start to explore the physical institution’s resources.
However, focusing on the library’s web site is not enough to maximize the
potential of what the Internet has to offer young adult programs. Rather than
exclusively creating an environment for teenagers in the library’s virtual space, librarians
must become a part of the social sphere that young adults frequent online. According to
Michael Porter and David Lee King, librarians can immerse themselves into
communities that have been established for teenagers, such as Facebook and Second
Life (Porter and King 41). In the physical world, librarians can grasp a better
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understanding of this concept by considering that planning and marketing of successful
young adult services has to extend beyond the library to include schools and other local
organizations.
One of the simplest ways librarians can include teenagers into the marketing of
young adult programs is to encourage them to develop promotional materials for events
and services. Under librarian supervision, members of the TAB can manage social
networking sites by advertising library events on Facebook and sending out periodical
bulletins on MySpace (Goodstein 43). Outside the parameters of social networking,
TAB members and other young adult volunteers can participate in marketing events by
designing posters and flyers for distribution in schools and other community
establishments (Bishop and Bauer 39). A survey of young adult librarians and patrons
in Florida revealed that both groups find advertising within the library to be a prominent
strategy for marketing library programs (Bishop and Bauer 41). Teenagers who are
involved in the marketing of library programs gain valuable life skills and selfconfidence.
While young adult programs are in the planning stages, librarians must use their
online presence to begin integrating young adults into the process. The first step is to
assess teenagers’ current library perceptions and usage. Mahoney and Laszczack
gathered data on a large scale by posting surveys online at SmartGirl and
SurveyMonkey (10). These are quick and convenient ways for young adults to provide
cursory feedback of current library services. Through surveys, e-mail questionnaires,
and other online data-gathering techniques, librarians can determine a starting point for
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their program plans, and begin to formulate more in-depth assessments and service
goals and outcomes.
An important compliment to Internet assessments is the focus group. In this type
of assessment, librarians use the information gathered through online social networking
to formulate interview questions for small panels of teenagers. These groups engage
in a guided discourse of library services, which yields much more specific results. “The
social interaction involved in the interview typically helps participants focus on the most
important aspects of a topic or issue, thus getting to the core of an issue in less time”
(Hughes-Hassell and Bishop 9). Focus groups in a safe, controlled setting will
encourage teenagers to express themselves candidly, which is invaluable to librarians.
The benefit of library immersion in online social networking communities also
exists when focus groups are concerned. Librarians can use their web-based
connection with local young adults to gain participants. Simply advertising focus groups
within the library is ineffective, because ideal groups will consist of non-users as well as
teens who frequent the library (Hughes-Hassell and Bishop 10). Including young adults
who do not use public library resources will allow librarians to discover what programs
and services they can provide to increase teenage patronage.
While focus groups are immensely beneficial to the assessment of library
services, they cannot be accepted without validation. Focus groups only represent a
small sample of the target population, so librarians cannot accept the information from
focus groups as the opinions of the entire demographic (Hughes-Hassell and Bishop 910). Opinions that librarians receive through social networking websites can
supplement and validate focus group findings.
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Young adult librarians in public libraries can carry the idea of focus groups
beyond initial assessment through teen advisory boards and similar student panels.
Various studies have empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of teens’ feedback in
the success of library programs. Kay Bishop and Pat Bauer conducted a survey of
young adult librarians, and one librarian explained that programs developed by
librarians met with incredibly low turnout. When they delegated programming to a teen
council, however, their first event drew over thirty participants (40). The Carnegie
Council on Adolescent Development produced a report that identified the importance of
“[regarding] young people as resources in planning and program development and
[involving] them in meaningful roles” (Bishop and Bauer 37). Research indicates that
allowing teenagers to participate in the planning stages of young adult programs will
generate interest in the activities, and thus increase the number of teen library users.
When using student feedback to develop services and programs for young
adults, librarians must remain cognizant of the library’s educational goals for reaching
this age group. Clearly defined learning objectives will determine whether programs are
specifically instructional, or the library should serve primarily as a safe atmosphere for
young adults. In many cases, prominent objectives of young adult public library
services include providing positive adult role models for teenagers in young adult afterschool programs. Susan Rosenzweig found that even this single objective can be
advantageous to youth (Bishop and Bauer 36). According to Laura Crossett, when
libraries create a supervised environment with supportive adults, teenagers “can feel
comfortable, where they are safe, and where they feel free to explore their own worlds”
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(Porter and King 39). Young adult librarians can provide a beneficial service to
teenagers simply by connecting with them in the library and online.
One reason why social networking websites are so popular with teenagers is that
they allow for instantaneous feedback and discourse. Anastasia Goodstein cites the
popularity of participatory media such as the television show American Idol, which
requires viewers to vote for their favorite performers. She explains that teenagers are
interested in vocalizing their desires and taking ownership of the resources (42). Similar
to young adult use of social networking websites, pop culture media has learned that
teenagers respond well when they are granted some authority, and this can easily be
brought into public libraries through focus groups and teen advisory boards.
Beyond using social networking media to involve teenagers in the planning and
marketing of young adult services, librarians can use them as a basis for library events.
David Lee King worked with a charter school to create projects in Teen Second Life,
which included creating a new landscape for the virtual school building: “the teens had
to work in groups, create and plan a budget, create a visual representation of the
finished project in Second Life, and finally give a presentation” (Porter and King 40).
The programs are based in teenagers’ familiar territory, but incorporate numerous
activities that help develop crucial adult skills such as planning, teamwork, and public
speaking.
Despite the vast amount of compelling evidence that favors including teenagers
and social networking into young adult programming, many librarians may still face
adversity from library administrators and adult advisory committees who are unaware of
the positive potential that social media can grant teenagers. To overcome this,
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librarians who have successfully implemented such technologically-based programs
suggest creating plans that emphasize the outcomes: “Think in terms of numbers
(potential numbers), usage, and untouched patron communities (i.e., the teens) – then
present your project with this focus” (Porter and King 41). Librarians can demonstrate
that, when used responsibly, social networking can enhance a teenager’s learning
experience, using methods that they understand and use in their daily lives.
While some public libraries have enjoyed the success of incorporating teen
feedback and social networking into their young adult programming, these are relatively
untapped resources. Research clearly demonstrates that young adult librarians who
use these tools to relate more adequately to teenagers are more adept at catering
programs and services that benefit this demographic. Acknowledging the lifestyles of
teenagers is one of the most important steps in providing successful young adult
programs, and public librarians can consider this evidence to implement in their own
libraries, transforming underserved teenagers into lifelong library users.
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Introduction
Pittsford Community Library, part of the Monroe County Library System of New
York State, seeks to improve the young adult services at their institution by instating a
Teen Advisory Board, consisting of approximately ten area teenagers. The library
hopes to increase patronage by involving teenagers in the development of programs
and services for young adults. Creating a Teen Advisory Board will help Pittsford
Community Library provide programs and services for young adults that better serve
their information needs and interests, resulting in teenagers who are more apt to
become frequent library users as adults.

Relationship to Library Strategic Planning
Pittsford Community Library’s mission is to “meet the informational, educational,
cultural and recreational needs of the community with collections, programs,
technology, services and staff in a welcoming environment” (Pittsford Community
Library).
While the library has no vision statement of its own in writing, it falls into the
expanse of the town’s vision, which strives to be “a community working together to
preserve the past and pioneer the future” (Pittsford Government).
The librarians at Pittsford Community Library express an unwritten vision that
guides both their daily processes and large-scale decisions. They convey a need to
continually assess the library’s current status in the community, and use this
assessment to guide its future endeavors. The librarians acknowledge the necessity of
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incorporating technology in meeting user needs, and considering all demographics of
library patrons when developing services and programs (Zinn).
Developing a system of actively involving area teenagers successfully fulfills the
key needs of the town and library’s mission and vision statements. The young adult
division of Pittsford Community Library currently lacks effective methods of appealing to
its users, which contradicts their desire to provide a welcoming, informative environment
for all generations of patrons. A Teen Advisory Group would engage young adults in
Pittsford Community Library and the town by encouraging them to take responsibility of
the programs and services that the library provides. Involving technology, through
social networking and in the programs, will achieve the institution’s desire to move into
the future while focusing on this underserved group of users.

User Needs Assessment
Users
Primary User Group: Young Adults
•

Included in this demographic are local students who are homeschooled and
students who attend the following schools:
o Public: Pittsford Mendon High School and Pittsford Sutherland High
School
o Private: The Harley School, Our Lady of Mercy High School, The Aquinas
Institute, Allendale Columbia School, and McQuaid Jesuit High School
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•

The marketing of the Teen Advisory Board will appeal to the young adults’ desire
to cultivate authority, leadership, and program planning skills in an environment
that suits their interests.

•

Includes current Pittsford Community Library users as well as nonusers.

Needs:
•

An extra-curricular environment in which teenagers can increase literacy

•

An introduction to library programs and services, so they can benefit as lifelong
library users.

•

A stable setting for teenagers to develop and implement various skills that will
benefit their adult lives, including planning, marketing, analyzing and synthesizing
feedback, teamwork, problem solving, and project coordination

•

A positive context for exploring safe use of technology, including social
networking applications

Secondary User Group: Parents of Young Adults
•

Included in this demographic are parents of local students who are
homeschooled and students who attend the following schools:
o Public: Pittsford Mendon High School and Pittsford Sutherland High
School
o Private: The Harley School, Our Lady of Mercy High School, The Aquinas
Institute, Allendale Columbia School, and McQuaid Jesuit High School

•

The marketing of the Teen Advisory Board will make it easier for parents to
attract teenagers to the library. It will help create the image of the library as an
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interesting and stimulating environment, while demonstrating structure and safety
to parents.
Needs:
o A safe, educational environment for teenagers to spend after-school hours
o Social and intellectual stimulation outside of school

Secondary User Group: Local Teachers
•

Included in this demographic are instructors at local high schools, including the
following academic institutions:
o Public: Pittsford Mendon High School and Pittsford Sutherland High
School
o Private: The Harley School, Our Lady of Mercy High School, The Aquinas
Institute, Allendale Columbia School, and McQuaid Jesuit High School

•

The marketing of the Teen Advisory Board will allow teachers to provide
encouragement for students to use the library. The marketing tools will be
appealing to students, and will support intellectual development of students
outside of the classroom.

Needs:
o Additional opportunities for students to improve literacy and other life
skills, such as problem solving and organizing
o Shared responsibility of providing educational after-school programs
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Stakeholders
Internal:
Rhonda Rossman, Young Adult Librarian
Ichin Zinn, Special Projects Librarian
Marjorie Shelly, Library Director
Needs
o A connection with local high school teachers, through which the library can
reach teenagers
o Willing teenagers to join Teen Advisory Board
o Knowledgeable volunteers to develop a stronger web presence for the
Pittsford Community Library, using Web 2.0 applications
o Cooperation of local businesses and organizations
Constraints
o Allocating time to develop a strong program
o Integrating a Teen Advisory Board into the existing responsibilities of the
librarians
o Adding the costs of creating and maintaining a Teen Advisory Board into
the you adult programming budget
External:
Young adults
Needs
o An extra-curricular activity in the library in which they can exercise life
skills (see Users— Young Adults)
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Constraints
o Other activities, such as school programming and athletics, may cause
scheduling conflicts
o Teenagers may not have transportation to and from the library
o They may not be aware of library resources that could be an incentive to
participate
Parents of young adults
Needs
o A safe, educational environment for teenagers to spend after-school hours
o Social and intellectual stimulation outside of school
Constraints
o Family activities that may cause scheduling conflicts
o Transportation issues
Teachers of area high schools
Needs
o Additional opportunities for students to improve literacy and other life
skills, such as problem solving and organizing
o Shared responsibility of providing educational after-school programs
Constraints
o May not have time to connect with librarians on a regular basis
Proprietors of local businesses who contribute to young adult programs
Needs
o Opportunities to develop connections with area teenagers
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o Cost-effective marketing and advertising
Constraints
o Financial and other costs of providing low-cost services to library
programs (time, manpower, etc.)
Relevant Literature
The best way for librarians to attract young adults to library programs and
services is to include them in the planning and marketing of the resources that are
geared toward them. Empowering the students through a TAB can accomplish this.
One of the more prevalent themes in research regarding young adult programming is
that teenagers respond best when librarians include their feedback in program planning.
Patrick Jones, who has authored several books on young adult library programs,
emphasizes that, “users determine priorities, not librarians” (Porter and King 39).
Additionally, Sandra Hughes-Hassell and Kay Bishop explain that librarians must
understand patrons and their needs, which can best be obtained by collaborating with
them (12). Ian Rosenoir, a respected contributor to the young adult librarian
community, agrees that communicating with users is the best way to provide the most
useful services: “know them, talk to them, listen to them, and involve them as much as
possible” (11). When librarians take the time to get to know young adults and frequently
ask for their feedback, libraries are equipped to provide programs and services that will
be useful to teens’ intellectual development and are reflective of their interests.
While young adult programs are in the planning stages, librarians must use their
online presence to begin integrating young adults into the process. The first step is to
assess teenagers’ current library perceptions and usage. Mahoney and Laszczack
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gathered data on a large scale by posting surveys online at SmartGirl and
SurveyMonkey (10). These are quick and convenient ways for young adults to provide
cursory feedback of current library services. Through surveys, e-mail questionnaires,
and other online data-gathering techniques, librarians can determine a starting point for
their program plans, and begin to formulate more in-depth assessments and service
goals and outcomes.
An important compliment to Internet assessments is the focus group. In this type
of assessment, librarians use the information gathered through online social networking
to formulate interview questions for small panels of teenagers. These groups engage
in a guided discourse of library services, which yields much more specific results. “The
social interaction involved in the interview typically helps participants focus on the most
important aspects of a topic or issue, thus getting to the core of an issue in less time”
(Hughes-Hassell and Bishop 9). Focus groups in a safe, controlled setting will
encourage teenagers to express themselves candidly, which is invaluable to librarians.
These types of assessments are integral to the planning process, because they provide
a strong indication of the direction in which librarians should plan their programs and
services.
Young adult librarians in public libraries can carry the idea of focus groups
beyond initial assessment through teen advisory boards and similar student panels.
Various studies have empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of teens’ feedback in
the success of library programs. Kay Bishop and Pat Bauer conducted a survey of
young adult librarians, and one librarian explained that programs developed by
librarians met with incredibly low turnout. When they delegated programming to a teen
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council, however, their first event drew over thirty participants (40). The Carnegie
Council on Adolescent Development produced a report that identified the importance of
“[regarding] young people as resources in planning and program development and
[involving] them in meaningful roles” (Bishop and Bauer 37). Research indicates that
allowing teenagers to participate in the planning stages of young adult programs will
generate interest in the activities, and thus increase the number of teen library users.
When using student feedback to develop services and programs for young
adults, librarians must remain cognizant of the library’s educational goals for reaching
this age group. Clearly defined learning objectives will determine whether programs are
specifically instructional, or the library should serve primarily as a safe atmosphere for
young adults. In many cases, prominent objectives of young adult public library
services include providing positive adult role models for teenagers in young adult afterschool programs. Susan Rosenzweig found that even this single objective can be
advantageous to youth (Bishop and Bauer 36). According to Laura Crossett, when
libraries create a supervised environment with supportive adults, teenagers “can feel
comfortable, where they are safe, and where they feel free to explore their own worlds”
(Porter and King 39). Young adult librarians can provide a beneficial service to
teenagers simply by connecting with them in the library and online.
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Recommendations for Action
Goals and Outcomes
After the first school year, Pittsford Community Library will accomplish the following
goals:

Budget
Pittsford Community Library has allocated an amount of one thousand dollars to
young adult programming for one school year. This amount includes any activity or
event, as well as expenditures in creating a Teen Advisory Board. The calculated
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budget represents all funding for the project, not simply the allotted young adult
programming money. Additional funds may be acquired through donations or
fundraising, as determined by the Teen Advisory Board.

Details of chart items:
•

Food: Refreshments will be provided at informational meetings and focus groups.
Light refreshments will likely be provided at Teen Advisory Board meetings.
o Informational Meeting: $45 - Pizza, vegetable tray, and beverages
o Focus Groups: $45 - Pizza, vegetable tray, and beverages
o TAB meetings: $74 – to be determined by TAB members

•

Printing: This includes all costs associated with printing promotional items,
including posters, bookmarks, and/or postcards, as determined by the Advisory
Board.
o Poster Cost Analysis
!

Approximate cost per poster: $2.48
Cawley | PMA | Page 25 of 80

!

Specs: 11”x17”, one-sided color printing

!

Printing twenty-five copies each of three poster designs
(informational meeting, focus groups, and Teen Advisory Board)
will cost $186.

•

Paper: Any and all supplies necessary for projects associated with the Teen
Advisory Board, including paper, pens, pencils, and craft supplies.

•

Prizes: Any prizes offered in contests specifically relating to the Teen Advisory
Board and its formation.

•

Staffing: Based upon minutes from a Pittsford Town Board Meeting, a rough
hourly wage can be determined from last year’s salaries of both librarians
involved in the Teen Advisory Board (Town Board Minutes: January 3, 2008).
From this wage, we can determine how much of their salary will be devoted to
the project based on the estimated hours.

•

Miscellaneous: Funds to be spent on any unforeseen expenses, at the discretion
of Ichin Zinn, Rhonda Rossman, and/or Marjorie Shelly.

Responsible Parties
•

Rhonda Rossman, Young Adult Librarian: Rossman will lead the project team in
creating a Teen Advisory Board, and will be largely responsible for maintaining it.
She will be responsible for overseeing TAB actions and leading monthly
meetings.

•

Ichin Zinn, Special Projects Librarian: Zinn will work closely with Rossman in the
first three months of the project rollout. Once the Teen Advisory Board begins
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meeting, Zinn will be available for additional assistance. These responsibilities
include answering general questions, aiding in special projects of the TAB, and
offering support to Rossman.
•

Marjorie Shelly, Library Director: Shelly will oversee the project and address any
budgetary or logistical issues that may arise that the TAB and Rossman cannot
resolve.

•

Members of Teen Advisory Board: This group will be responsible for attending
meetings, providing library feedback, and helping to plan and market young adult
activities and programs at Pittsford Community Library.

Action Plan and Timeline
All time estimates are represented in collective hours of librarian work.
Responsible parties must complete each month’s tasks before beginning the following
month’s tasks.
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Communications
For the formation of a Teen Advisory Board at Pittsford Community Library, the
method of communication will follow various lines. Initially, the Special Projects and
Young Adult Librarians will communicate with area high school teachers, who will pass
information to students. The librarians will also be responsible for reporting to the
Library Director throughout the project.
Beyond the opening communications, the dissemination of information regarding
the Teen Advisory Board will largely be the responsibility of the board members. The
teenagers will be responsible for providing feedback to the librarian, as well as
contacting external stakeholders and other teenagers. They will also act as liaisons of
the Young Adult Program when acquiring goods and services from local businesses and
organizations.

Pilot Test
The pilot period for developing a Teen Advisory Board will take place during the
first school year that the service is deployed in Pittsford Community Library. The
librarians and other stakeholders will monitor the service’s initial implementation and
record their feedback. During this period, all involved members will be particularly
mindful of effective strategies, unforeseen problems, issues that have not been
previously addressed, and other relevant data. This information will be used to improve
the service in subsequent school years.
In addition to this pilot period, the librarians at Pittsford Community Library will
examine Teen Advisory Boards at similar libraries. The librarians will use this
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information to make minor adjustments to their approach to the program in the pilot
period.

Scalability
If the initial focus groups yield more participation than the library can
accommodate, librarians will consider adding more focus group sessions. If this is not a
feasible solution, participants can sign up on a first-come-first-served basis.
If the Teen Advisory Board draws more participants than the structure of the
program allows, librarians have several options:
•

Hold an election for students to vote on board members.

•

Assign each candidate a numeric identification to eliminate personal
biases. Each candidate fills out a survey of his or her interests, gender,
age, and school. Librarians select candidates to create the most diverse
Teen Advisory Board from the pool of candidates.

•

Select board members on a first-come-first-served basis.

If any stage in the process of creating a Teen Advisory Board does not meet
participation expectations, librarians will assess their marketing strategies and examine
how they can take a more aggressive approach. They can also consider offering
contests and prizes to attendees, if the budget allows.
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SWOT
Analysis

Limitations
The most prominent limitation that this project may encounter is active
participation from Pittsford community teenagers. There are numerous similar
programs in public libraries across the country that have enjoyed enormous success.
This demonstrates the potential for a Teen Advisory Board at Pittsford Community
Library, an achievement that requires a great level of attention during the initial rollout,
as well as the continual effort of the Young Adult Librarian. If the library is able to
achieve a strong initial turnout, the likelihood of the program’s success will increase
greatly.
Creating a Teen Advisory Board, while time-consuming, requires the commitment
of very few staff members. In this instance, the rollout will involve only two staff
members, who will be presented with the challenge of scheduling this project into their
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existing workload. Once the project is initiated, only the Young Adult Librarian will be
primarily active in the project.
Although the timeline provides strong guidance and order for the project
implementation, it is not strictly required for the Teen Advisory Board to be successful.
The timeline exists on the action plan to create the TAB in as little time as possible, but
it is acceptable for the actions to be done on a different schedule.
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Introduction
This marketing plan serves to promote the creation of a Teen Advisory Board at
Pittsford Community Library, a member of the Monroe County Public Library System in
New York State. The marketing tools and techniques aim to inform members of the
community— namely teenagers, parents of teenagers, and area teachers— of the
events that will be held to aid in the formation of the Teen Advisory Board.
This young adult service requires a complete marketing plan because there is
currently no similar service at the library. Pittsford Community Library has not, in recent
years, promoted the involvement of young adults in library programming. Additionally,
the library has taken no measures to promote its presence on the Internet, through
social networking or its own website. Developing an Internet presence for the library, in
addition to creating posters to display in the library and around the community, will help
Pittsford Community Library capture the attention of area young adults and generate
their patronage.

Relevant Literature
Researchers overwhelmingly agree that soliciting teens’ interest in the library can
be achieved by appealing to their connectivity through social media. In a survey for
2008 Teen Tech Week, Kathy Mahoney and Kelly Laszczak discovered that, out of over
600 participants nationwide, more than 80% of teenagers use popular social networking
sites such as MySpace and Facebook (10). With teens spending such a considerable
amount of time on the Internet, it is only logical that libraries use this resource to gain
insight into teenage perspectives. Librarians can market services and systems for
young adults through these online avenues.
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Librarians can begin to create a strong Internet presence by developing
resources for teenagers on the library web site. Library pages can feature blogs, which
will open communication between librarians and teens about marketing young adult
programs and services (Porter and King 39). When libraries market their services
through an interactive library web page, teenagers will utilize the virtual library
environment and start to explore the physical institution’s resources.
However, focusing on the library’s web site is not enough to maximize the
potential of what the Internet has to offer young adult programs. Rather than
exclusively creating an environment for teenagers in the library’s virtual space, librarians
must become a part of the social sphere that young adults frequent online. According to
Michael Porter and David Lee King, librarians can immerse themselves into
communities that have been established for teenagers, such as Facebook and Second
Life (Porter and King 41). In the physical world, librarians can grasp a better
understanding of this concept by considering that marketing of successful young adult
services has to extend beyond the library to include schools and other local
organizations.
The benefit of library immersion in online social networking communities also
exists when focus groups are concerned. Librarians can use their web-based
connection with local young adults to gain participants. Simply advertising focus groups
within the library is ineffective, because ideal groups will consist of non-users as well as
teens who frequent the library (Hughes-Hassell and Bishop 10). Including young adults
who do not use public library resources will allow librarians to discover what programs
and services they can provide to increase teenage patronage.
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Young adult librarians in public libraries can carry the idea of focus groups
beyond initial assessment through teen advisory boards and similar student panels.
Various studies have empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of teens’ feedback in
the success of library programs. Kay Bishop and Pat Bauer conducted a survey of
young adult librarians, and one librarian explained that programs developed by
librarians met with incredibly low turnout. When they delegated programming to a teen
council, however, their first event drew over thirty participants (40). The Carnegie
Council on Adolescent Development produced a report that identified the importance of
“[regarding] young people as resources in planning and program development and
[involving] them in meaningful roles” (Bishop and Bauer 37). Research indicates that
allowing teenagers to participate in marketing young adult programs will generate
interest in the activities, and thus increase the number of teen library users.
One of the simplest ways librarians can include teenagers into the marketing of
young adult programs is to encourage them to develop promotional materials for events
and services. Under librarian supervision, teens can manage social networking sites by
advertising library events on Facebook and sending out periodical bulletins on MySpace
(Goodstein 43). Outside the parameters of social networking, young adults can
participate in marketing events by designing posters and flyers for distribution in schools
and other community establishments (Bishop and Bauer 39). A survey of young adult
librarians and patrons in Florida revealed that both groups find advertising within the
library to be a prominent strategy for marketing library programs (Bishop and Bauer 41).
Teenagers who are involved in the marketing of library programs gain valuable life skills
and self-confidence.
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Marketing Goals and Outcomes

Target Audience
Each audience that this marketing plan targets is external of the library.
Primary Target Audience: Young Adults
•

Included in this demographic are local students who are homeschooled and
students who attend the following schools:
o Public: Pittsford Mendon High School and Pittsford Sutherland High
School
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o Private: The Harley School, Our Lady of Mercy High School, The Aquinas
Institute, Allendale Columbia School, and McQuaid Jesuit High School
•

The marketing of the Teen Advisory Board will appeal to the young adults’ desire
to cultivate authority, leadership, and program planning skills in an environment
that suits their interests.

•

Includes current Pittsford Community Library users as well as nonusers.

Secondary Target Audience: Parents of Young Adults
•

Included in this demographic are parents of local students who are
homeschooled and students who attend the following schools:
o Public: Pittsford Mendon High School and Pittsford Sutherland High
School
o Private: The Harley School, Our Lady of Mercy High School, The Aquinas
Institute, Allendale Columbia School, and McQuaid Jesuit High School

•

The marketing of the Teen Advisory Board will make it easier for parents to
attract teenagers to the library. It will help create the image of the library as an
interesting and stimulating environment, while demonstrating structure and safety
to parents.

Secondary Target Audience: Local Teachers
•

Included in this demographic are instructors at local high schools, including the
following academic institutions:
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o Public: Pittsford Mendon High School and Pittsford Sutherland High
School
o Private: The Harley School, Our Lady of Mercy High School, The Aquinas
Institute, Allendale Columbia School, and McQuaid Jesuit High School
•

The marketing of the Teen Advisory Board will allow teachers to provide
encouragement for students to use the library. The marketing tools will be
appealing to students, and will support intellectual development of students
outside of the classroom.

Positioning Statement
The Teen Advisory Board at Pittsford Community Library will strive to provide a
forum for young adults to develop library systems and services that suit their interests
and extra-curricular learning needs. The group will meet in the first week of each month
during the school year, and will be overseen by Rhonda Rossman, Young Adult
Librarian, with the assistance of Ichin Zinn, Special Projects Librarian. With the
formation of a Teen Advisory Board, Pittsford Community Library hopes to increase
young adult patronage and create lifelong library users.

Key Messages
Get what you want out of your library
This message will reflect the mission of the Teen Advisory Board, which indicates
that young adults have the opportunity to access a large number of resources by
becoming involved in the Pittsford Community Library. Based on the effort that they are
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willing to put in, teenagers will learn valuable life- and career-oriented skills in a safe,
friendly, interesting environment.

Message Delivery Strategies
Tools
The marketing approach for the Teen Advisory Board at Pittsford Community
Library will consist primarily of two facets:
•

Posters: a series of posters will promote the various events involved in creating a
Teen Advisory Board. The posters will contain eye-catching graphics and direct
text to create a straightforward message that appeals to young adults.

•

Social Networking: at the inception of the service, the Young Adult Librarian will
create a Facebook page to communicate with area teenagers in an environment
that is heavily utilized by the demographic. Once the Teen Advisory Board is
established, its members will select and maintain further social networking
avenues to reach a broad audience of young adults. Through these resources,
the Teen Advisory Board will promote activities and events, and solicit feedback,
opinions, and suggestions from teenagers.

While these two techniques will provide most of the marketing for the Teen Advisory
Board, other techniques will also be employed to a lesser extent:
•

Librarians will market the service to young adults through teachers at area high
schools.
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